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A B S T R A C T   

Lamellar BiVO4 is a photocatalyst recognized as an effective visible-light-driven semiconductor that is active in 
CO2 reduction but faces challenges such as high recombination rate and low mobility of photogenerated charge 
carriers. Additionaly, CuXO are well-known materials for CO2 photosynthesis, and Bi2O3 improves the generation 
of organic compounds from CO2 reduction with more than one carbon. In this sense, this paper evaluates the 
influence of small amounts of copper oxide on lamellar BiVO4-Bi2O3 prepared by a microwave-assisted route on 
the CO2 photoreduction activity. Lamellar BiVO4-Bi2O3 powder catalysts modified by different percentages of 
CuO were synthesized using microwave heating at 140 ◦C and 1200 rpm for 15 min. Electrochemical and 
photochemical characterizations showed that small amounts of copper, such as 1.0%, enhanced the absorption of 
visible light, improved charge transfer, mitigated charge recombination, and increased the yield of products 
(acetone and methanol). Furthermore, the flat band potential of the catalyst modified with 1.0% of copper was 
located at a more negative potential than the unmodified sample, which favored the photocatalytic reduction of 
the CO2. As a result, the study achieved a 38-fold improvement in methanol generation (1373.5 µmol L− 1 gcat

− 1
) and 

a 62% increase in acetone formation (12.5 µmol L− 1 gcat
− 1) under UV–Vis light incidence over 2 h of reaction at 

ambient pressure and temperature, compared to pure BiVO4 (36.3 µmol L− 1 gcat
− 1 of methanol and 7.7 µmol L− 1 

gcat
− 1 of acetone).   

1. Introduction 

Human activity has been changing the concentration of heat- 
trapping compounds, such as carbon dioxide (CO2), and changing the 
earth’s climate [1]. Its high concentration in the atmosphere has been 
contributing to fueling greater demand for methods capable of pro-
moting the reuse or the conversion of CO2 [2,3]. To this end, among the 
diversity of strategies to reduce CO2 into valuable chemicals and/or 
through high energy content fuel, the processes mimicking natural re-
actions such as artificial photosynthesis retain attention [4–6]. The idea 
of recycling CO2 using light absorption comes from the observation of 
photosynthetic systems that absorbs CO2 and light energy and convert 
them into organic molecules, as described by the chemical Eq. (1). 
Similarly, artificial reactions can be used to convert CO2 into fuels. In 
this case, fuels can be produced directly from the dissociation of water 
into hydrogen, the reduction of CO2 to − CO2

• and by these intermediates 

interaction, producing organic molecules with high energy content, as 
can be demonstrated by the chemical equations (2) to (6) for the 
methanol and acetone production from CO2 photoreduction, for 
example [7–9]. 

6CO2 + 6H2O+ hν→C6H12O6 + 6O2 (1)  

H2O+ h+
VB→H+ +OH• (2)  

H+ + e−CB→H• (3)  

CO2 + e−CB→CO•−
2 (4)  

CO•−
2 + 6H•→CH3OH +H2O (5)  

CO•−
2 + 2CH•

3 + 1e− + 2H+→ CH3COCH3 + H2O (6) 
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Thus, the use of efficient semiconductor materials with the ability to 
photogenerate electron/hole pairs (h+/e− ) is a crucial target in the 
photocatalytic process [2,4,10,11]. The far more employed p-type 
semiconductors for photochemical reduction of CO2 are the copper- 
based catalysts [12–15], mainly in photocatalytic systems [8,16,17], 
due to their low toxicity, high abundance, and wide production distri-
bution [18]. Besides that, the rate and selectivity of Cu and CuOx cata-
lysts are close to the ideal, and the Cu transition state energies are very 
close to the optimum transition state energies for the adsorption of 
carbon monoxide (CO) [19], beyond the good behavior of copper-based 
catalysts in the CO2 reduction by photochemical reactions, this type of 
electrode presents low stability under irradiation [12,20]. This fact 
raised interest in a couple of Cu and CuxO with a variety of other ma-
terials, once common ways to avoid photocorrosion are (i) to develop 
protective layers and (ii) to separate and transmit the photogenerated 
electron-hole pair on time [21]. Looking at those options, there is some 
interest in a couple of metal and semiconductor oxides [22]. 

The extensive diversity of different semiconductors has been studied 
and employed in CO2 reduction since the growth of this area at the 
beginning of 2010 [4]. Lamellar BiVO4, an environmentally friendly 
material, presents nontoxic and abundant components, with good sta-
bility in aqueous media and a suitable band gap for visible light (around 
2.4 eV for the monoclinic phase) [23,24], is a good example of photo-
catalysts recently investigated for CO2 reduction reaction under photo-
catalysis technique [4,25,26]. Because of its lamellar structure, it 
presents an anisotropic distribution of the electron/hole pair photo-
generated that favors reduction reactions such as CO2 photosynthesis 
[27,28]. The Bi3+ sites can anchor reaction intermediates for the V sites 
further transferring the electrons for reduction [29,30]. 

However, this catalyst presents a weak reduction potential of the 
electrons in the conduction band (CB) and slow electron transfer dy-
namics, inhibiting photocatalytic performances and restricting its 
application [7]. The presence of bismuth oxide (Bi2O3) can help to 
improve BiVO4 characteristics for CO2 reduction. Many mechanisms of 
synthesis, such as the hydrothermal, microwave, and precipitation 
methods result in a co-formation of Bi2O3 in BiVO4 synthesis [4,31,32]. 
When Bi2O3 is present in small amounts on BiVO4, it facilitates the 
separation of charge carriers, enhances the diffusion of these charges on 
the semiconductor surface [33], and promotes the homolytic cleavage of 
methanol, ultimately contributing to the production of acetone [4]. 

Taking that into consideration, this work combined BiVO4 lamellar 
semiconductor with Bi2O3 and CuO nanoparticles by microwave syn-
thesis to be applied in the CO2 reduction reaction by a photocatalysis 
approach. 

2. Experimental section 

2.1. Synthesis of Bi-based materials 

The methodology of the BiVO4 powder catalyst preparation is 
described by Brito and coworkers [26]. In brief, a solution of 0.536 g of 
bismuth (III) chloride (BiCl3, Sigma-Aldrich®), 0.255 g of hexadecyl-
trimethylammonium bromide (C19H42BrN, Sigma-Aldrich®), and 0.340 
g of sodium orthovanadate (Na3VO4, Sigma-Aldrich®) in 20 mL of 
ethylene glycol (C₂H₆O₂, Synth®) was prepared under magnetic stirring. 
The solution was transferred to a microwave system (Anton-Paar®) and 
heated from room temperature to 140 ◦C at a rate of 5 ◦C min− 1 under 
constant 1200 rpm of magnetic stirring. The system was maintained at 
the desired temperature for 15 min before being allowed to cool down. 
For the Cu-BiVO4 synthesis, copper chloride (CuCl2⋅2H2O, Vetec®) was 
added to the reaction medium along with the BiVO4 semiconductor 
precursors. The obtained product was then centrifuged with water and 
ethanol, filtered, and oven-dried at 50 ◦C for 12 h. 

2.2. Physical characterization 

The as-synthetized BiVO4-Bi2O3/CuO catalysts were characterized 
by Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) using an FEI microscope, model 
Inspect F50; X-ray diffraction (XRD) obtained on a Siemens AXS 
Analytical X-Ray D 5005 diffractometer with scans between 10◦ and 80◦

at 2◦ min− 1. High-resolution transmission electron microscopy (HR- 
TEM) images were acquired on a JEM-2100F LaB6 (Joel) microscope 
operating at 200 kV. Raman spectroscopy was performed on a Micro 
Raman Horiba iHR 550 spectrophotometer with a 633 nm laser. UV–VIS 
Diffuse Reflectance Spectroscopy (DRS) was obtained on a Varian Model 
Cary 5G UV–vis-NIR spectrophotometer coupled with an integrating 
sphere with a wavelength range from 250 to 800 nm. The analysis of 
DRS spectra was performed by traditional methods, employing the 
Kubelka-Munk function and Tauc equation [34], to relate the energy of 
the incident photons and the energy of the band gap (Eg) of the material. 
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) was obtained on Scienta Omi-
cron (model ESCA 2SR) spectrometer, with magnesium monochromator 
(Mg Kα), calibrated using the Carbon 1 s peak (284.8 eV). 

2.3. Photoelectrochemical characterizations 

The photocatalysts were deposited in gas diffusion layer carbon 
(GDL) by spin-coating. For that, 0.15 g of each powder catalyst was 
suspended in 1.27 mL ethanol with 0.01 mg ethylcellulose. After com-
plete homogenization, 0.1 mL of this solution was deposited on the GDL 
surface at 300 rpm for 30 s. This procedure was repeated three times, 
forming three deposited layers, followed by thermal treatment at 180 ◦C 
for 30 min. 

The obtained photoelectrodes were then evaluated in a typical three- 
electrode cell, with Na2SO4 0.5 mol L− 1 (pH adjusted to 8.5) as the 
supporting electrolyte and constant nitrogen flux. The counter and the 
reference electrode were a Pt plate and Ag/AgCl in saturated KCl (E◦

Ag/ 

AgCl = +0.197 V vs NHE – normal hydrogen electrode) respectively. For 
the conversion of measured potential versus Ag/AgCl reference (EAg/ 

AgCl) to reversible hydrogen electrode (RHE) potential (ERHE) the Nernst 
equation was employed:  

ERHE=EAg/AgCl+E◦
Ag/AgCl+(0.059×pH)(6)                                                

Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) was conducted at the 
open circuit potential (OCP), scanning a frequency range of 10 kHz to 
10 mHz with an amplitude of 10 mV. Mott-Schottky analysis was per-
formed by measuring the impedance spectra of the samples in a poten-
tial range from 0.68 to 0.18 V RHE, 10 mV potential amplitude, and 
frequencies of 5 kHz to 1 kHz. Photocurrent measurements were per-
formed with linear sweep voltammograms, measured at 10 mV s− 1, 
under pulsed illumination (ton = toff = 1 s) in the front side of the 
photoelectrode using a solar simulator (LCS-100 – Newport, with irra-
diance adjusted to 100 mW cm− 2) as the light source. 

2.4. Photocatalytic reduction of CO2 

The CO2 photoreduction methodology was widely described by 
Corradini et al. [4]. Briefly, the photocatalytic reduction of CO2 was 
performed in an internal illumination reactor (using a Philips 125 W 
lamp, model HPL-N 1542) at a controlled temperature (5 ◦C) 0.2 g of the 
powder catalyst was suspended in 220 mL of 0.1 mol L− 1 NaHCO3 at pH 
8.0, and magnetically stirred in the dark for 30 min before irradiation. 
Aliquots of 2.0 mL suspensions were collected and analyzed using gas 
chromatography with flame ionization detection (GC-FID) according to 
the methodology described in Brito et al. [35]. 
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3. Results and discussion 

3.1. Physical characterization of BiVO4-Bi2O3/CuO 

Seeking an improvement in the BiVO4-Bi2O3 photocatalytic activity 
for CO2 reduction using the photocatalysis technique, the new semi-
conductor was synthesized in the presence of different quantities of 
copper precursor, forming the so-called BiVO4-Bi2O3/CuO(1.0%) and 
BiVO4-Bi2O3/CuO(2.5%). The amount of CuO was maintained in a low 
mass percentage based on reports of the literature, which shows that 
modifications of semiconductors with copper oxides in percentages 
higher than 3.0% do not improve the formation of the products [36,37], 
as will be confirmed in this work further ahead. 

The composition of the as-synthetized photocatalysts was investi-
gated by X-ray diffraction (XRD) shown in Fig. 1a. The presence of 
orthorhombic BiVO4 structure (space group: I112/b (15)) is confirmed 
by the peaks at 2θ = 28.8◦; 28.9◦; 55.5◦; 55.8◦; 69.2◦; 78.6◦, that are 
related to the planes (013), ( − 112), (031), ( − 215), ( − 118) and, 
( − 235), respectively, according to the Crystmet database (crystallo-
graphic card ID876592). An enlargement of the diffraction peaks related 
to BiVO4 shows that the lamellar structures were obtained for all the 
photocatalysts [4,25]. The presence of bismuth oxide (Bi2O3, space 
group: P21/c (14)) was observed in the peaks at 2θ = 33.3◦ and 46.4◦

related to the planes (200) and (041), respectively, according to the 
crystallographic card ID140103 (Crystmet database). This secondary 
semiconductor is commonly observed in the synthesis of BiVO4 powder 
[4,24,38] and it is a semiconductor with good photoconductivity char-
acteristics [39]. The peak relative to copper oxides that should be 
observed around 2θ = 35◦, 36◦ or 38◦ (Crystmet database ID519027 and 
ID38808), or even to metallic copper (2θ = 43◦) (Crystmet database 
ID26490) is not present in any of the photocatalysts synthesized, prob-
ably due to its low concentration and high distribution. 

It is interesting to observe that the addition of copper increased the 
crystallite size, as observed in Table 1. The crystallite sizes of all samples 

were determined by calculating the XRD peak widths for the Bi2O3 peaks 
corresponding to the [200] and [104] planes (2θ = 33◦ and 48◦, 
respectively) as shown in Fig. 1a, using the Scherrer equation (Eq. (1)): 

DSch = Kλ/βhklcos(θ) (7) 

Where DSch is the crystallite size, K is a constant equal to 0.9 for the 
spherical morphology, λ is the XRD incidence wavelength of Cu-kα ra-
diation (0.154 nm), βhkl is the half-width of the peak and θ is the (h k l) 
peak position [40,41]. It may indicate that the copper has been inserted 
into the crystal lattice of the photocatalyst during the synthesis by mi-
crowave. Once the diameter of Bi3+ ions (0.108 nm) [42] is higher than 
the diameter of Cu+ or Cu2+ (0.096 and 0.072 nm, respectively) [43] 
and, the insertion of copper did not decrease, on the contrary, it 
increased the crystallite size, it is easy to conclude that the modification 
was not substitutional, but rather interstitial. 

The Raman spectra presented in Fig. 1b exhibit vibrational modes 
that are characteristic of BiVO4 materials. These include an external 
mode at around 200 cm− 1; asymmetric (~325 cm− 1) and symmetric 
(~360 cm− 1) VO4

− 3 bending [44,45]. Additionally, a pronounced band 
around 810 cm− 1 is assigned to an Ag mode, which corresponds to the 
symmetric stretching of the V–O bond [46]. Hardcastle et al. [47] 
demonstrated that this Ag mode can be employed to estimate the V-O 
bond length, which in our case increased from ~ 1.705 to ~ 1.706 Å 
after copper insertion following the same trend observed in the crys-
tallite size (Table 1). The insertion of copper oxide also increased the 
average crystallite size of TiO2 and improved the stability of the catalyst 
for CO2 reduction, as reported by Torres and coworkers [48]. As the 
radius of Cu+ (0.96 Å) or Cu+2 (0.72 Å) is smaller than that of Bi+3 (1.08 
Å) [42,43], the doping process may occur in interstitial sites [49], 
expanding the unit cell, reinforcing the results obtained in XRD. 
Furthermore, the copper doping inserts intermediates electronic levels, 
which generates an internal electric field that distorts the VO4

− 3 tetra-
hedron, causing the observed V-O bond elongation. This phenomenon is 
of particular interest for the processes involving metal-doped BiVO4- 
based materials due to the possibility of achieving better photocatalytic 
performance [50]. 

SEM images of the photocatalyst with and without the presence of 
copper oxide can be observed in Fig. 2. The top view of the BiVO4-Bi2O3 
powder photocatalyst synthesized without the copper precursor pres-
ence (Fig. 2a) and with different percentages of copper (Fig. 2b and c) 
are very similar, indicating the obtaining of a lamellar-shape BiVO4- 
Bi2O3 semiconductor [26]. The copper oxide is present in such low 
concentration, small size, and highly dispersed that it was not observed 

Fig. 1. A) XRD diffractograms and b) Raman spectra obtained for the BiVO4-Bi2O3 photocatalyst modified with 0.0%, 1.0%, and 2.5% of copper.  

Table 1 
Crystallite size and band gap values of BiVO4-Bi2O3 with and without CuO 
modification in different percentages.  

Material Crystallite size (nm)* Band gap (eV) 

BiVO4/Bi2O3– 0.0%  6.0  2.94 
BiVO4/Bi2O3 – 1.0% Cu  6.5  3.17 
BiVO4/Bi2O3 – 2.5% Cu  7.4  3.27 

*Sherry equation, arithmetic means of peaks in 33◦ and 48◦. 
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in SEM images. However, Fig. 2d reports a high-resolution TEM image of 
the BiVO4-Bi2O3/CuO catalyst evidencing the presence of crystalline 
structures around 5.0 nm on the lamellar BiVO4-Bi2O3 which can be 
associated with copper oxide nanoparticles. It is also possible to observe 
in Fig. 2e the existence of different plane and lattice spacing, where the 
synthesis of CuO and Bi2O3 can be proved, once both semiconductors are 
synthesized with good crystallinity, differently of the lamellar BiVO4 
structures, which present low crystallinity. The presence of CuO with 
lattice spacing measured as 2.29 Å is related to the plane (111) 
(Crystmet database ID519027) while the distance of 4.08, 3.31, 3.25, 
and 1.67 Å are related to the plane (020), (111), (120), and ( − 241) of 
Bi2O3 (Crystmet database ID140103). In Fig. 2f and g, it is possible to see 

the closest approximation of the catalyst with the heterojunction of 
BiVO4, Bi2O3, and CuO highlighted in Fig. 2g. The border of CuO and 
Bi2O3 was defined based on the lattice spacing of each semiconductor, 
related to the plane (111) and the plane (020), respectively. In the case 
of lamellar BiVO4, once it has low crystallinity, it was based on the 
literature [26,51]. 

Fig. 3 presents EDS spectra and elemental mapping analysis for 
BiVO4-Bi2O3/CuO(2.5%) powder catalyst. Analogous results were ob-
tained for the BiVO4-Bi2O3 modified with different copper percentages. 
Copper presence was confirmed by both analyses. The EDS indicates just 
the presence of the elements Bi, V, O, and Cu, as expected (Fig. 3a). The 
mapping of chemical elemental obtained using EDS shows a uniform 

Fig. 2. SEM images of lamellar BiVO4 catalyst a) without copper and with b) 1 %Cu and, c) 2.5 %Cu and d) to g) TEM images of the BiVO4-Bi2O3/CuO (1.0%).  
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distribution of Bi, V, O, and Cu, atoms throughout the entire surface. 
The high-resolution XPS for BiVO4-Bi2O3/Cu is presented in Fig. 4. In 

the Bi 4f spectrum region (Fig. 4a) is observed two pairs of peaks: at 
157.8 – 163.1 eV and 158.4–163.7 eV. The first pair corresponds to the 
Bi 4f7/2 and Bi 4f5/2 binding energies (BE) of monoclinic BiVO4, while 
the second pair refers to Bi2O3 [52]. The doublet peaks located at BE 
about 515.8 and 523.3 eV (Fig. 4b), corresponding to V 2p3/2 and V 2p1/ 

2, respectively, referring to V5+ cations in the crystal lattice of mono-
clinic BiVO4 [52,53]. The O 1 s region (Fig. 4c) presents three different 
components. The peaks located at 528.8 eV and 530.3 eV are attributed 
to O2− at the lattice sites of BiVO4, Bi2O3, and CuO species (OLat) and 
oxygen-vacancy regions (OVac), respectively [54,55]. The peak at 532.5 
eV is assigned to chemisorbed oxygen and water (Oad) [54]. It is possible 

to confirm the presence of copper in the material (Fig. 4d), but due to its 
low concentration, little can be said about its oxidation state. Studies 
carried out to obtain copper materials in ethyl glycol indicate that the 
oxidation state of copper on the surface of these samples was dominated 
by Cu2+ [55]. It reinforces the data obtained on TEM images (Fig. 2d and 
e) where the lattice spacing measures indicated the presence of just CuO, 
so, the material will be discussed here as BiVO4-Bi2O3/CuO. 

Catalysts with lamellar structures present high crystallinity and ul-
trathin thickness [56], benefiting the photocatalytic activity of semi-
conductors [57]. It may affect positively the BiVO4-Bi2O3 photocatalyst 
activity mainly with the insertion of a cocatalyst such as copper, a well- 
known material with great properties for CO2 reduction [58–62]. The 
behavior of the as-prepared samples under UV–Vis light irradiation was 

Fig. 3. A) EDS analysis and b–f) elemental mapping analysis of each element present in the bivo4-Bi2O3/CuO photocatalyst.  
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evaluated by DRS analysis (Fig. 5a), showing that the absorption of light 
at BiVO4-Bi2O3 presents a redshift in the UV region when modified with 
copper. On the other hand, in the visible region, there is a decrease in the 
intensity of absorption with modification of the BiVO4-Bi2O3. The in-
fluence of the copper insertion in the absorption of the lamellar BiVO4- 
Bi2O3 photocatalyst indicates that the copper is present as an oxide 
phase, once the insertion of a metal does not influence the light ab-
sorption or the band gap of a semiconductor [63–65]. 

The Tauc plot obtained using the Kubelka-Munk function from 
diffuse reflectance (DRS) spectra for all as-synthesized materials is 
presented in Fig. 5b. BiVO4 photocatalyst has a direct permissible 
electronic transition between the bands [4] with a band gap that can 
vary from 2.4 eV to 3.0 eV [25,66]. The presence of copper oxide 
changes the light absorption of the photocatalyst and consequently, the 
band gap value (Fig. 5b). Table 1 presents the band gap values for all as- 
synthesized samples showing that, as observed in DRS results, the band 
gap of the BiVO4-Bi2O3 photocatalyst had a slight increase with the 
insertion of CuO, due to an increase in the UV region absorption and a 
decrease in the visible region absorption, though the percentage of 
copper had little influence in the band gap value of BiVO4-Bi2O3/CuO. 

Fig. 4. XPS profile for the BiVO4-Bi2O3 photocatalysts with 1.0 and 2.5 of Cu addition on a) Bi 4f, b) V 2d, c) O 1 s, and d) Cu 2p3/2 orbital regions.  

Fig. 5. A) DRS analysis in the UV–Vis region for BiVO4-Bi2O3 (black curve) and BiVO4-Bi2O3 modified with 1.0% and 2.5% of copper (red and blue curves, 
respectively) and b) Tauc plot for determination of the band gap in all causes, considering the direct electronic transition. 

Fig. 6. Acetone and methanol production from CO2 reduction by photo-
catalysis technique under NaHCO3 pH 8 using BiVO4 and Cu-BiVO4 photo-
catalysts with 1.0 and 2.5 of copper. 
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The same behavior was already observed in the literature for the junc-
tion of copper oxides and other main semiconductors [48,67]. An in-
crease in the band gap value of CuO while the percentage of CuO is 
incorporated in a composite was also reported [68]. The rational design 
of semiconductors goes beyond the bandgap, it involves also the band 
edge positions and the surface CO2 adsorption capacity [69], and both 
aspects were improved with the CuO presence on the BiVO4-Bi2O3 
photocatalyst, as will be demonstrated hereafter. 

3.2. Photocatalytic reduction of CO2 under BiVO4-Bi2O3/CuO 

The influence of the amount of copper on the photoactivity of BiVO4- 
Bi2O3 semiconductor in the CO2 reduction using the photocatalysis 
technique was investigated based on the concentration of the products 
generated after 2 h of photoreaction. The conditions employed for the 
CO2 reduction reaction, such as temperature, pH, supporting electrolyte, 
and time of reaction were chosen based on the literature [13,70,71]. As 
can be observed in Fig. 6, there are differences just in the concentration 
of the products generated from the CO2 reduction according to the Cu 
amount present in the BiVO4-Bi2O3 photocatalyst, the molecules that are 
formed in all the cases are the same, methanol and acetone. In the case of 
both products synthesis, amounts of the cocatalyst higher than 1.0 % do 
not improve the photoactivity of the BiVO4-Bi2O3 semiconductor for 
CO2 reduction. On the contrary, there was a decrease in the concen-
tration of methanol and acetone formation reaching production values 
lower than those obtained using BiVO4-Bi2O3 semiconductor without 
further modification, indicating that amounts of copper doping large 
than 1.0% may create recombination centers, reducing the photo-
catalytic performance. 

The best amount of Cu cocatalyst able to improve the formation of 
products from the CO2 reduction was 1.0%, reaching 12.5 µmol L− 1 gcat

− 1 

acetone and 1373.5 µmol L− 1 gcat
− 1 methanol. The presence of the 

cocatalyst improved 38 times methanol production and 62% of the 
acetone amount compared to the photocatalysts without CuO modifi-
cation [4]. Slamet and coworkers [37] have observed that copper can 
increase methanol yields up to 3.0% of CuO loading, amounts higher 
than that can cause shadows in the semiconductor surface reducing its 
photo-exciting capacity, which is possibly what occurs in the case of 2.5 
of CuO loading (Fig. 6). Singhal et al. [72] also observed 1% of Cu 
loading as the best amount for CO2 reduction using TiO2 as a semi-
conductor, however, in this case, the products obtained were CO and H2. 
Under similar synthesis conditions for the obtaining of BiVO4 photo-
catalyst, the production of methanol does not reach an average value 
higher than 360.0 µmol L− 1 gcat

− 1 for 2 h of reduction reaction in the same 
experimental condition as the employed in the present work [4]. It 
shows the improvement already obtained from the junction of both 

semiconductors, BiVO4 and Bi2O3. However, the metallic cocatalyst 
shows to be essential to enhance methanol and acetone production from 
the reduction of CO2. 

To achieve higher efficiency in photochemical redox reactions it is 
necessary to take full advantage of the charge carriers photogenerated in 
the catalyst and its interface with the electrolyte [73]. For that, it is 
necessary to optimize the electronic structure and, to align the band 
positions of the semiconductors between each of them and between the 
reduction reaction, due to the strong dependence of the reaction effec-
tivity on the charge transfer process [74]. 

As discussed in companion work [4,26], the CO2 reduction by pho-
tocatalysis technique under BiVO4-based photocatalysts occurs initially 
by the photoactivation of the semiconductors by the incidence of pho-
tons with enough energy to photoexcite the electrons through the band 
gap to reach the conduction band (CB), generating holes in the absence 
of the electron at the valence band (VB). This is a simple mechanism for 
photoactivation of semiconductors by light incidence, and like many, 
there is the problem of charge recombination which can delay the CO2 
reduction process. It can be polished up by the combination of two 
semiconductors, with the electrons and holes being driven to the semi-
conductor with lower CB and VB energy [71,75]. 

The first step for the formation of fuels through the CO2 reduction by 
photocatalysis technique happens with the transfer of one electron from 
the photocatalyst surface to the CO2 molecule adsorbed in this photo-
catalyst surface, generating the radical − CO2 [76,77], as demonstrated 
in Eq. (4). After that, the products are formed by successive reactions of 
protons (H+) and electrons (e− ) [71,75]. Concerning the products ob-
tained in the present work, it is necessary 6 H+ and 6 e− to convert 1 
molecule of CO2 into methanol, while for acetone is necessary 16 H+ and 
16 e− [78,79]. 

3.3. Photochemical characterization of BiVO4-Bi2O3/CuO 

As explored above, the sample containing 1.0% showed the best 
photocatalytic performance among the evaluated samples. Aiming to 
investigate this difference, EIS was performed and is presented in Fig. 7. 
The results were adjusted using a Randles equivalent circuit. Due to the 
presence of ethyl cellulose, employed in the deposition process, the 
samples showed relatively high resistive behavior (in the order of kΩ), 
and small differences between light and dark conditions of measure-
ment. Unmodified BiVO4-Bi2O3 presented a charge transfer resistance 
(Rct) of 4.54 and 3.38 kΩ under dark and light respectively (Fig. 7a), on 
the other way, the sample with 1.0% of copper (BiVO4-Bi2O3/CuO) 
showed a noteworthy reduction of Rct, being 2.21 and 2.16 kΩ (under 
dark and light, Fig. 7b). Despite the resistance due to the presence of 
ethyl cellulose, this reduction of Rct shows how the presence of CuO can 

Fig. 7. EIS spectra without (red dots) and under (blue dots) illumination of a) BiVO4-Bi2O3, and b) BiVO4-Bi2O3/CuO photocatalyst.  
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improve the transfer of photogenerated charges, which can further 
provide the electrons for CO2 reduction. It reinforces the results ob-
tained in photocatalysis, as long the better charge transfer leads to 
mitigation of the charge recombination process and, consequently im-
proves the products (acetone and methanol) yield. 

The influence of the charge transfer process observed in EIS mea-
surement could also be observed in the photocurrent measurements, 
shown in Fig. 8a. Employing ethyl cellulose hinders the obtained 
photocurrent, leading to values less than 100 μA cm− 2. However, is 
noteworthy that the photocurrent for the BiVO4-Bi2O3/CuO reached 
values much higher than for the unmodified sample, indicative of the 
better charge transfer due to CuO presence [42]. In the graph is possible 
to observe two distinct regions, the first under ~ 0.5 V vs RHE where 
both BiVO4-Bi2O3 and BiVO4-Bi2O3/CuO presented cathodic photocur-
rent, in agreement with the p-type nature observed for the materials, 
with values more than two times higher after copper addition (70 and 30 
μA cm− 2 at 0.3 V vs RHE for BiVO4-Bi2O3/CuO and BiVO4-Bi2O3 
respectively). The region above ~ 0.5 V vs RHE shows an inversion of 
the photocurrent, which indicates that the electron transfer process 
changed from being mediated by the CB to the VB due to the applied 
bias. 

According to the literature, the flat band potential (EFB) must be 
located in the potential where the photocurrent inversion occurs, being 
estimated at ~ 0.55 V vs RHE for both samples. In addition, for materials 
with p-type behavior, the EFB is located at about 0.1 V near the VB edge 
[80–82]. However, due to the low photocurrent values in this inversion 
range, this technique is not the most precise for EFB determination. 
Furthermore, the cathodic photocurrent was more noticeable than the 
anodic, reinforcing again the p-type attributes from the samples. This 
fact brings to light that, with a deep optimization of the photoelectrode 
fabrication (e. g. deposition process, electric contact, etc), aiming to 
improve the photocurrent response, the hereby reported material is a 
promising candidate for applications such as overall water splitting. 

Aiming for a better comprehension of the EFB, Mott-Schottky mea-
surements were conducted (Fig. 8b), both samples exhibited a charac-
teristic nature of p-type semiconductors, as can be observed in the 
negative slope of the plot [81,82]. The EFB was determined from the 
extrapolation of the tangent line of the plot to the x-axis, the values 
found were 0.41 and 0.33 V vs RHE for the samples without and with 
CuO respectively These values are near the VB edge expected from 
photocurrent measurements (~0.1 V above EFB). Also, according to the 
Mott-Schottky equation [83], the decrease in the slope of the plot in-
dicates qualitatively an increase in the free carrier concentration in the 
material, common from the doping process, and that reinforces better 
photocatalytic activity [84]. 

From the Mott-Schottky analysis, we were able to build a band dia-
gram for the samples, as represented in Fig. 8c. Considering the epitaxial 
growth of bismuth oxide, the CB edge position of Bi2O3 [85] is much 
closer to the VB edge of BiVO4, which can induce quenching of the 
photogenerated charge carriers in the sample, thereby reducing the 
photocatalytic activity. On the other hand, due to the intermediary value 
of CuO bands [1], it favors band bending in the interface between the 
semiconductors, which improves charge separation. In this sense, the 
better performance observed for CO2 reduction in the sample containing 
CuO can be attributed to three main factors: i) the catalytic properties of 
copper for adsorption and activation of CO2 for further conversion; ii) 
the band position of the synthesized BiVO4 with energy enough to 
perform more complex reactions such as obtaining C3 molecules like 
acetone (E0 = − 0.61 V vs NHE) and; iii) better charge separation in the 
architecture BiVO4-Bi2O3/CuO due the favorable band position of the 
semiconductors. 

4. Conclusion 

The design of the lamellar BiVO4-based catalyst drove it to a p-type 
condition, which is essential for its application in the CO2 

Fig. 8. a) Transient photocurrent, b) Mott- Schottky obtained for the pure 
BiVO4-Bi2O3 (black) and BiVO4-Bi2O3/CuO (red) samples, in Na2SO4 0.5 mol 
L− 1, pH 8.5 under N2 atmosphere, and c) Band position of the samples BiVO4- 
Bi2O3 (salmon) and BiVO4-Bi2O3/CuO (blue). 
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photoreduction process. The temperature employed in the microwave 
method culminated in the co-formation of Bi2O3, generating a hetero-
structure. The modification of the lamellar BiVO4-Bi2O3 with CuO 
changed the light absorption and, consequently, the band gap, decreased 
the resistance and the flat band potential, improved the photocurrent 
density and also, the methanol and acetone production compared with 
the BiVO4-Bi2O3 photocatalyst. Small amounts of copper oxide showed 
to be the best choice to increment the CO2 conversion to organic fuels. 
The insertion of 1.0% of copper in the microwave synthesis resulted in 
an increase of 38 times for methanol generation and 62% for the acetone 
formation after 4 h of photoreduction of CO2 under ambient conditions 
compared to the photocatalyst without copper. Linear sweep voltam-
metry under transient light incidence and Mott-Schottky measurements 
showed a higher conduction band position for the BiVO4-Bi2O3/CuO 
semiconductor which naturally favors the photocatalytic reduction 
process, at the same time that the valence band showed a lower value, 
improving the water oxidation, necessary to generates the protons used 
to methanol and acetone production. This deep optimization of the 
photocatalyst fabrication drove a well-designed semiconductor for CO2 
reduction under just light incidence generating high concentrations of 
energetic compounds. 
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